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Hindi scripture reveals that Kashyapa, son of Brahman the Almighty, begot nine children by his third wife.

These were the Nagas—snake-deities and rulers of the underworld. But the people of the earth were

threatened by such potent progeny. Legend has it that Lord Vishnu, to protect the people, descended to the

Yamuna River and did righteous combat with Kaliya, youngest of the nine great serpents, ultimately

vanquishing her in an epic battle. But in celebration of co-existence & reconciliation characteristic of a

victorious Hindi god, Vishnu honored his reptilian counterparts with a yearly festival, to be observed

across India and Nepal on the fifth day of the bright fortnight of the lunar month of Shravan during the

monsoon season. And thus peace and equilibrium was restored with the establishment of the festival of

Nag Panchami.

In less-colorful myth (more analogous to the erruption of a lightning-capped volcano in the Icelandic winter

than a bustling market in New Delhi), Norse cosmology concieves of Jörmungandr, the great serpent that

encircles Middle-Earth to grasp his own tail. When he lets go, the world will end. The Oureboros appears

across the ancient Mesopotamian basin and the Aegean—Plato describes it cosmological significance in

exquisite detail in his dialogue Timaeus. Quetzalcóatl, supreme deity of Aztec mythology, is depicted as a

feathered serpent. Buddhist legend tells that the cobra-king Mucalinda descended from the underworld

offering his own form to shelter the Gautama from the incessant rains during the latter’s meditation. The

mythical serpent bestrides (or beslithers) the globe and the millenia besides—the Icelandic serpent

represents the symbol’s span. Indeed if it be as reknowned mythologist Joseph Campbell observed—that

“Myths are public dreams; dreams are private myths,” then there must be some significance behind the

conspicuos and consistent expression of the serpent among so many human cultures of the world. Might

the reptilian deities that populate these cosmological histories reveal some secret correlate within their

far-sighted dreamers? Ida declared in a lecture in 1962 that “Man projects into his creations only that which

is within himself” (). Let us then attempt to interpret these ophidian motifs. Let us turn inward to their

subterranean source; descending into the subliminal recesses of our collective psyche, here to search for the

serpent’s significance. If the Hesperidian orchard was one of Man’s “projections,” what treasures might we

discover in the halls of the Lizard-King, guarded by Ladon of our dreams?

The motley multitude of mythologies mentioned earlier suggests that complexity might be the most

pervasive of all of Man’s projections. And indeed such complexity seems to enjoy an essential correlate:

when an iguana is sleepy, she sleeps. A she-bear sleeps as well, provided her cubs are cared-for. But a person,

even be these conditions met, might still lie awake worrying about a whether she should have worn



flip-flops to job-interview on the prior Thursday. No reptile ever memorised the Bhagavad-Gita. But neither

did he suffer insomnia over a hypothetical pair of sandals.

Psychologist Paul MacLean developed a  schematic to illustrate this manyfolded nature of the human

pysche. MacLean’s “triune brain” encompasses three aspects. It contains that of the reptile—basic &

barberous. Here are housed the pure primal needs of the organism and bare instinctual movement. The

triune brain also contains that of the she-bear: the “paleo-mammilian complex,” the “limbic system.” Here is

the seat of emotion, desires, and urges. And presiding, more of less-skilfully over the whole affair is the

third aspect, the cortical brain, the throne of consciousness. This complex reaches the pinnacle of its

majesty (and tyranny) in the human being, where the miracle of self-awareness emerges as a discreet

phenomenon. Each aspect of this model serves essential purposes to our identity and function. The human

being flourishes when each aspect of this conceptual triad functions according to its design. Like Platonic

Justice, the optimal expression of human existence emerges from harmony of the parts—from the

co-operative co-existence of the discreet species within this cranial zoo. In Rolfing, we recognise this virtue

with the principle of Wholism.

And it informs our practice as well. Rolfing legend Hubert Godard’s particular opinions on Plato’s Republic
are not clear. His opinion of the Triune brain, however, is unequivocal: “Take MacLean’s model. I love it”

(44), he exclaims in an interview in 1992. While modern neuroscientists may no longer ascribe to such

simplified conceptions, MacLean’s model is a metaphorical gold-mine. Godard makes handy use of

MacLean’s model to present a unified theory of Rolfing. As he explains in the interview:

In the core, in all the archaic system–there is no emotion. It took me ten years to understand why

people like Alexander, Ida Rolf always said, “I’m not working in the emotional stuff”, but now I

totally agree with that: the aim of Rolfing is not to do psychotherapy, it is to get the archaic brain

and the intrinsic muscles working. Very often the neo-cortex of the limbic system strangles the

intrinsic work of the central line.

Rolfer Aline Newton further develops Godard’s view:

From what Godard is saying, movement work is inevitably psychological work. But there is an

important distinction to be made. In MacLean’s model of the triune brain, tonic function is at the

oldest reptilian brain level, whereas emotional associations take place at the limbic level, a more

recent development. The most profound changes come from the deepest level. Godard surmises that

this is why both Ida P. Rolf and Alexander expressed some resistance to working on an emotional

level. The theory is that my addressing the tonic function we can affect the basic senses of support

and orientation without needing to talk about the associations involved. We can build up a basic

sense of support in the body instead of breaking down the armour. 37



To affect tonic Function, as Rolfers it were best that we not concern ourselves with distractions from the

cortex. We intend instead directly towards the primordial source. Our destination is the subterranean

spring of our most original interaction—what Newton calls “one of the most fundamental aspects of what

it means to be a human being” (35): our relationship to gravity. “One thing that is very important to me is

to think that before having emotion, I have a relationship with gravity. The gravity system in the body

comes before emotion,” remarks Godard, and then explains that this relationship even precedes that of the

infant to his mother (45). Our relationship with gravity emergenced in concommitance with our sense of

self; from the moment we had identity, we have been relating it to gravity.

The heart of our work as Rolfers is this relationship. So we descend in our somatic submarine. Emotions

swim by through the sea of the human psyche. Shudders, sighs, conditioned movements: these might tempt

our attention during a session. But our intention must not waiver. We must exercise discretion, sustaining a

vision of our purpose. We cannot chase these pretty fishes that go floating by the eye of our periscope.

Otherwise we will fail to reach our deeper aim.

Finding the Line in the Ophidian Spine

Stand on one. Foot. Close your eyes. Ask an assistant to test your vestibular system. If she is a true friend,

she will catch you by surprise with an unsuspected shove in an attempt to topple you. But with instinctual

speed, your leg extends and saves you from falling face-first into the unyielding earth. Who took that step?

The self, in all its cortical majesty, could hardly claim credit for the execution of this action. Or, with less

risk of a broken nose, simply bring your awareness to your the wonderful levitation of your eyelids despite

the ubiquitous downward drag of gravity. Who orders this insurrection against Newtonian physics? There

is another subtler presence within us, oft-forgotten by our thinking selves. As Rolfers, we can serve as

intermediaries between our clients and their sub-cortical confederates. We can introduce our clients to their

“reptilian brains” and guide our clients through this process of acquaintance. Aline Newton writes that, to

achieve a balanced function, “we want to allow the gamma loop (the gamma loop is more of a reptilian—an

older brain function)...to mediate the alpha firing” (39) and not the other way around. This is to let the

movement brain control movement without meddling from the cortex under the pretext of improvement.

Plainly stated: Plato’s Justice. We seek the state in which the client invokes the movement brain for

movement, the feeling brain for emotions, and the thinking brain to think. When there is meddle there is

muddle & the “kinetic melody” that emerges from the harmony of parts is muffled.

How do we rediscover this primordial tune? We must learn to listen for it. We must re-connect with the

reptilian brain. It is time to summon the lizard. Godard instructs us that perception is the crux of this

activity; orientation to the environment. Godard teaches his clients to use their senses to connect with two



directions—up & down, in & out, weight & space. It is the balance between these counterparts that

informs our most original relationship to gravity. “To have a central line means to have two directions

available,” he declares. Monica Caspari insists that “Posture is hard work.” But not in the way you think.

Rather the hard work is to sustain a non-meddling presence and let the natural processes transpire. A heavy

hand will only stifle its expression. Here we struggle with the natural human impulse towards complexity.

But this will only shroud the simple truth and our movements become laboured and convoluted. The “hard

work” has nothing to do with effort. The “hard work” is simply not getting in the way. Success in our

project is to see reins of cogitation & conditioning lifted, to let the lizard let run untethered. Then the Line

is felt. Then the kinetic melodist will once again be heard.

The Line emerges, swaying to this ancient music. With a flute and not a stick did we charm this sacred

serpent. Not by volition did we evoke her undulating form. Rather we cultivate conditions for her arising

and softly sing her forth from out her coiled slumbers. By many names has been known this blissful tune,

the songs of many pipers beneath a single moon.


